GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
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Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa
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HIGHLIGHT

THE "CIRCEN DOLOMITES ESTIVAL" DEBUT

The “Circen Dolomites Festival”events are free, except for the “CircenCena” in
Tamion (tickets available by the shop Tony Sport; cost € 20 adults; € 10 children
under 10).

Today in the valley
THE ADVENTURES OF THE FAIRY MORGANA

EVENTS PAVILION AT THE PARK – CANAZEI AT 5 P.M.
The puppets of Luciano Gottardi are the funny interpreters of
Morgana’s adventures, a fairy to find out more about.

Jugglers and acrobats debut in Val di Fassa at the “Circen Dolomites
Festival” which, from August 9th to August 11th, enlivens Pozza and Vigo
and the surroundings with shows and gun. Today the shows take place in
Val San Nicolò: “Olé” by “i4elementi” (11 a.m.) and “Qualcosa tra di noi”
by the “Duo zenzero e cannella” (2.30 p.m.). Tonight, instead, a series of
shows by several artists takes place in Strada de Meida in Pozza (from 9
to 10.30 p.m.). On Staurday, the show starts at dawn by the refuge Roda
di Vael with “ “Enrosadira” by “OrcoRubio, Nantine e Pool”, and then it
goes on at Ciampedie (3 p.m.) with a guided workshops for beginners and
it ends in the evening in Tamion (from 8 p.m.) with a playful delicious
dinner, “BarAcca” by the circus school di circo Bolla di Sapone and
“juggling party”. On Sunday, in conclusion, “Bubble Street Circus” (11) and
“CircEnsomech” at Gardeccia (15).

Itineraries
FROM FONTANAZZO TO VAL DE GREPA TO PIAN DE SELE,
CIAMPAC AND ALBA

Take the street Strèda de l’Albolina in Fontanazzo, pass over the
stream Avisio and turn left. Soon after, turn right on path n- 645 and
enter the wood. Ascend passing by an iron cross and, facing a long
DANCING IN THE AIR AT “SCONCERTO D’AMORE”
series of steep, paved bends, reach the grassy bump of Duì at 1.771
ADEL CLIMBING WALL – CAMPITELLO AT 9 P.M.
metres (1 hour). Go on flat to the stream Ruf de Grepa, then go up
Romantic, ironic, witty, but most of all acrobatic, it is the aerial dance
again on a steep bendy track through the wood. Pass a gate and
show that finds its ideal location at the climbing wall.
reach the grazing of the upper Val de Grepa. An old mountain road
passes through haylofts and huts, and the swiss pine woods cover
SO MANY SUCCESSES WITH “SOULED OUT”
the valley on both side, while the Crepa Neigra stays in the
PIAZA CIOCH - SORAGA AT 9 P.M.
background. Go on along the valley and go up towards the
From the Beatles to Michael Jackson: a concert to celebrate through
mountain farm that is usually used for the mountain pasture and,
pop music it biggest intepreters.
zig zag on along a path that is sometimes sunken, and exit on Pian
de le Sele (2-3 hours). Descend along an easy serpentine to the
hollow of Ciampac at 2152 metres (45 minutes; 3.45 hours) and from
here by cabin lift to Alba.
The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests

Did you know that...

AUGUST 10TH AT 8.00 A.M. – POZZA

On July 1st, 1915, Insom and Penia were evacuated because they
were too close to the front on the Marmolada. The Italian troopers
FACE THE EQUIPPED PATH WITH THE MOUNTAIN GUIDE. ENROLMENT: (Val di Fassa was part of the Austrian territory at that time) were
close. Even nowadays, it is evoked as a very sad day, the soldiers
SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
helped the crying children and women charge the strictly necessary
AUGUST 10TH AT 8.30 A.M. - CANAZEI
things on the wagons. The men were all at the front, only the aged
SELLARONDA MTB
ones were still in the village and they pulled the wagon to which
MTB TOUR AROUND THE SELLA MASSIF, WITH LIFTS AND BIKE GUIDE. cows and beefs were yoked. The inhabitants of the two small
ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (TOUR AGAINST PAYMENT).
hamlets from Fassa were hosted, mostly, in the near Val di Fiemme.

THE CHALLENGE OF THE VIA FERRATA

AUGUST 10TH AT 9.00 A.M. – MOENA

READY FOR THE “FAMILY DAY”?
GUIDED EXCURSION, WORKSHOPS AND LUNCH FOR THE WHOLE
FAMILY. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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